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Abstract
The internal nature of flash memory technology, makes its performance highly dependent on workload characteristics

causing poor performance on random writes. To solve this, Demand-based Flash Translation Layer (DFTL) which

selectively caches page-level address mappings, was proposed. DFTL exploits temporal locality in workloads and when

low, high cache miss rates are experienced. In this paper, we propose a replication based DFTL, called RFTL, which aims

at minimizing the overhead caused by miss penalty from the cached mapping table in SRAM. We developed an analytical

model for studying the range of performance for RFTL. We extended EagleTree simulator to implement RFTL. Our

experimental evaluation with synthetic workloads endorses the utility of RFTL showing improved performance over DFTL

especially for read-dominant workloads. With 80% read dominant workload, RFTL’s cumulative distribution function

shows a 20% improvement and under 80% write dominant workload, it outperforms DFTL by 10% on I/O throughput.

Keywords Cached mapping table � Flash memory � Flash translation layer � Solid-state drive

1 Introduction

Unlike hard disk drives (HDDs), solid state drives (SSDs)

have revolutionized the storage system ecosystem from

mobile to enterprise-class storage server environments [1].

The price of SSD is now cheaper than HDD and supports

higher performance. Flash memory capacity continues to

grow as new memory technologies such as triple-level cell

(TLC) [2] or 3D stacking memory are discovered to help

increase flash memory density. As a result, more and more

memory blocks are being integrated into a single die. For

example, TLC has created 32 layers of TLC cells verti-

cally, resulting in much higher storage densities for each

die (3D stacking). The price of the SSD is $ 0.17 per GB

and the price has been reduced by 16.5% per year from

$ 0.99 per GB in 2012 and the 16TB SSD is on the mar-

ket [3]. SSDs feature low operating temperature, low

power consumption, vibration and durability against

external shocks, light weight, flexible design and low

access times. SSD is finally becoming a key storage device

for persistent data storage.

The problem arises when SSD capacity increases. The

page-mapped FTL table size increases as the SSD capacity

increases and even requires a larger SRAM to load the

corresponding mapping table. Thus this pure page-mapping

is not feasible to implement especially in the current SSDs

because of the high cost price/byte of SRAM. In an attempt

to overcome this SRAM space limitation problem of the

pure page-mapped FTL, the demand-based selective

caching of page-level address mappings has been pro-

posed [4]. A cache mapping table (CMT) maintains

recently accessed mapping entries. When a cache miss
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occurs, it has to involve page read and write operations to

update CMT, which is called cache miss penalty. This

penalty can become higher if there is interference with

internal GC or any other ongoing operations. Hence,

minimizing the cache miss penalty is critical for efficient

DFTL.

Most state-of-the-art SSDs employ multi-channels,

which allows access to data on different channels in par-

allel [5]. In this paper, we propose a method of replicating

the entire page-level translation table on flash memory

called RFTL to minimize the cache miss penalty when the

size of the working set is larger than the size of the cached

mapping table in the SRAM (CMT). The key idea of RFTL

is to take advantage of the multi-channel architecture of

SSDs where all channels are not always busy when a CMT

miss occurs. RFTL utilizes the multi-channel architecture

of an SSD and replicates the entire page-level translation

table across all the channels such that page mapping entries

do exist in isolation across channels. The RFTL uses the

replicated mapping entries of the other idle channels. When

a CMT miss occurs, RFTL can allow for an opportunity to

skip busy channels and utilize replicated page mapping

entries on different idle channels.

This paper has the following contributions.

– We propose a RFTL method to solve the high CMT

miss penalty problem of DFTL by making several FTL

copies in flash memory. When a mapping entry is

replicated to exist in isolation on several different

channels and a CMT miss occurs, the RFTL can skip

the active channel and dynamically utilize the repli-

cated page mapping entries in the idle channel for fast

address translation.

– RFTL allows FTL to understand the underlying flash

memory channel topology and replicate FTL to skip

channels in use due to GC or other ongoing I/O services

when a CMT miss occurs. Replicas reduce CMT miss

penalty overhead. Specifically, our approach demon-

strates better performance than a baseline without FTL

replication for small random write workloads.

– In this paper, we used both the modeling method and

the simulation method to analyze the effect of the

RFTL method (RFTL). In particular, we used the Eagle

Tree [6], which is popularly known as a SSD simulator,

for the constraints of the mathematical modeling

approach. Our evaluation shows that RFTL can mini-

mize the CMT miss penalty without significantly

reducing the lifetime of the NAND flash memory.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 discusses background and motivation. Section 3

shows the architectural design and implementation of the

RFTL method and Sect. 4 analyzes the boundary of the

RFTL performance improvement with a mathematical

model. Section 5 presents our experimental evaluation and

Sect. 6 discusses the related works. We then conclude in

Sect. 7.

2 Background and motivation

2.1 Background

The Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is one of the key ele-

ments in flash memory-based SSD. The FTL maintains a

mapping table of virtual addresses to the physical address

on flash memory. It helps emulate the functionality of a

generic block device by displaying only read/write opera-

tions to the upper software layer and hiding the flash

memory-based specific erase operations. Flash-based SSDs

are asymmetric in read and write. The flash memory device

can read the page (a unit of read/write), but can only write

to the page with the special status that it clears. Flash

memory is designed to erase at a block, a much larger unit

than a page, because page-level erasing is extremely costly.

The Page-based FTL is ideal for performance, but it

requires expensive, high-capacity SRAM memory, making

it difficult to use in the real-world SSD system. On-demand

selective caching-based FTL (DFTL) has been proposed as

a method for selectively caching address mapping

entries [4, 7]. This approach solves the huge memory

requirement of the page-based FTL and successfully solves

the overhead problem of the Full Merge operation of the

Hybrid FTL [4, 7]. DFTL separates pages into data pages

and translation pages.

In DFTL, the mapping entries stored in SRAM are

maintained by Cached Mapping Table (CMT). And the

translation pages are then maintained in a table called,

Global Translation Directory (GTD), locate translation

pages scattered across the chip if missed from cache.

However, since this DFTL does not cache all address

translations, it needs access to the address translation

request for the mapping item of the flash memory when

there is no mapping entry corresponding to the address

translation request in the SRAM. Therefore, the actual

performance of the DFTL is greatly influenced by the

working set size ratio of the workload to the SRAM size,

that is, the SRAM hit ratio.

The SSD performs garbage collection internally. In flash

memory, the page is valid and has an invalid state and a

clean state. When the number of invalid pages reaches a

certain threshold, a GC operation is performed to create

clean pages. The GC includes page read and write and

erase operations. The page write/programming time is

about 200 us, while the block erase takes about 1.5 ms [8].

GC is the most expensive operation in flash memory [3].

There is a background GC method that runs the GC when
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the system/channel is idle to minimize the conflict with I/O

processing [9]. More worse, specifically in DFTL, when a

CMT miss occurs, the address translation performance

becomes worse if there is a conflict between flash memory

access and internal GC operation for address translation.

Therefore, we address this issue by redirecting it to a

replicated address translation entry using a multi-channel

SSD architecture.

Most SSDs are implemented using multiple channels to

take advantage of the abundant parallelism of current

NAND flash memory [10–12]. Figure 1 shows the internal

parallel architecture of a multi-channel SSD. Every chip

consists of multiple dies, each containing multiple blocks.

Each block consists of several pages, and the Translation

page contains the address mapping of the page based FTL.

The SSD system considers die and plane as internal parallel

units and can be thought of as an internal parallel device at

the top of the channel and flash memory chips. In this

paper, we propose a technique to replicate FTL and utilize

replicated FTL to minimize CMT miss penalty in multi-

channel SSD using DFTL. For example, a conflict with GC

during a CMT miss will increase the FTL cache miss

latency [6]. Internal I/O for address translation must wait

for the GC to complete its turn. However, if a replica entry

page in the idle channel is available, it can avoid conflicts

with the GC.

2.2 Motivation

In SSDs using the Selective Caching-based Page-level

FTL [4, 7], CMT hit or miss ratio can be determined

according to the mapping entries of cached mapping

table (CMT) loaded in SRAM and the working-set size of

workload. When a CMT miss occurs, flash memory reads

and writes occur because the mapping page storing the

corresponding mapping entry must be accessed from flash

memory. Since flash memory access latency is several

hundred times slower than SRAM access latency, the time

overhead of processing CMT misses from flash memory is

quite high. This is called the CMT miss penalty.

In particular, when a CMT miss occurs, the channel

storing the mapping page may be busy. In this case, you

must wait for the channel to become idle. The CMT miss

penalty time becomes larger because CMT miss can not be

processed. Figure 2 illustrates the worst-case situation of a

CMT miss penalty for a select-page-level FTL. When a

CMT miss occurs, it attempts to access Channel#2 to

access the corresponding mapping page. However, Chan-

nel#2 is currently busy with GC as an internal GC job. That

is, the Channel#2 access collision occurs with the GC

operation. CMT misses cannot be processed immediately.

This situation includes not only conflicts with GC, but also

conflicts with normal read writes for other I/O operations.

Therefore, in this paper, the case of channel collision

considering two cases will be examined.

Figure 3a shows that flash memory I/O to process CMT

misses conflicts with normal I/Os accessing flashmemory on

the same channel. In the figure, RCMT Miss is a CMT miss

flash memory I/O, and it requires to access the Channel#0.

On the other hand, at that moment when RCMT Miss arrives,

there are three ongoing normal I/Os (Wnormal, Rnormal, and

Enormal) to accessChannel#0.RCMT Missmustwait until these

three normal I/Os finish. Also, I/O for processing CMTmiss

may conflict with internal GC I/Os. That is when RCMT Miss

arrives while GC is still running.RCMT Miss will conflict with

ongoing GC operations such as RGC, WGC, and EGC in the

figure. As RCMT Miss must wait until these internal GC

operations finish, the RCMT Miss processing will be delayed

due to the shared channel resource conflict with the GC or

normal I/Os. However, as shown in Fig. 3b, if a copy of the

flash memory page for processing the CMT miss is present

on Channel#1, it can be processed in parallel with normal I/

Os onChannel#0.On the other hand, if a copy of the page that

is needed to process RCMT Miss on Channel#1 is available,

Fig. 1 Structure of a multiple-

channel SSD
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then, it can also be immediately processed in parallel with

GC operations on Channel#1.

To minimize the processing time of CMT miss penalty

in selective caching-based page-level FTL, we propose the

idea of replicating mapping pages across multiple channels.

This allows for fast address translation, minimizing this

CMT miss penalties. As shown on Fig. 2, the flow pro-

cesses experienced during DFTL’s worst case are expen-

sive, that is on performance and this is made even worse

when requests are queued due to access conflicts [13].

Fig. 2 CMT miss penalty

example: flash memory I/O for

CMT miss processing is

currently delayed due to a

collision when accessing

Channel#2 with flash memory

I/Os for internal GC operations

Fig. 3 a Flash memory I/O to process CMT miss conflicts with internal GC operations or Normal write operation. b A copy of the flash memory

page on channel#1 is used to skip GC busy channel#0 and process the CMT miss in parallel with GC operation
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3 Design and implementation for RFTL

RFTL is designed to prevent performance degradation

when a request undergoes a cache miss penalty with

selective caching-based page-level FTL. The request may

need to wait if the channel where the request should go is

busy, until the channel becomes available. The channel can

be unavailable due to other ongoing normal I/O operations

and GC operations. By duplicating the page mapping

table across multiple channels, it can dynamically use the

duplicated mapping entries available in the idle channel for

fast address translation. The following section illustrates

the RFTL architecture and its advantages compared with

the selective caching-based page-level FTL.

3.1 RFTL architecture

Figure 4 shows a descriptive diagram of the architecture of

RFTL. In RFTL, the entire page-level translation table will

be stored in flash. Flash blocks are logically divided into

Data Block and Translation Block. The data block stores

the user’s data. The translation Block stores the address

translation pages of the entire page-level translation table.

The translation block is divided into the original translation

block and the replica translation block. Depending on the

value of the RFTL’s replication factor, several replicated

translation blocks may exist. In particular, a translation

page stores only address translation entries that translate

logical page addresses into physical page addresses

whereas a normal page stores the user’s data. SRAM only

caches frequently accessed translation entries, which are

maintained by RFTL Cached Mapping Table (RCMT).

When a single entry in the translation page is modified, a

page write operation is performed. A new free page is

allocated and written according to the out-of-update rule of

NAND flash. The newly written page needs to be kept track

of and it’s managed by RFTL Global Translation Directory

(RGTD). The GDT is stored in the SRAM along with the

RCMT and is mainly used for location tracking when the

physical page position of the translation page changes.

A GDT table entry consists of a virtual page number

(MVPN) and multiple physical page numbers (MPPN and

MRPNs). The MPPN in the RGTD represents an address of

the original translation page while the MRPNs are

addresses of multiple replicated translation pages.

In RFTL, RGTD requires more memory space than the

existing DFTL GTD because all the original translation

pages and all duplicate translation pages must be tracked.

However, since the RGTD size is smaller than the RCMT,

this is not a big problem. If 4bytes are needed to represent

the physical page address on flash with each translation

page capable of storing 512 mappings. Therefore a 1 GB

flash would require 1024 translation pages and its GTD

size would only be 4 KB [4]. If we assign two replicas per

each translation page, then our RGTD would require only

about 8 KB of SRAM space for the same 1 GB SSD.

Considering 4 bytes for page addressing and 512 map-

ping entires clubbed in a 4 KB page, the flash space

overhead to store the entire page-level translation table is

only 0.2%. A 10 GB flash device requires only about

20 MB of space to store all the mappings in the traditional

DFTL [4]. In other words, total size of FTLs on flash is

highly dependent on the number of replicas assigned to

each translation page. For example, considering a single

replica of the entire page-level translation table, total size

of flash memory required to store the entire page-level

translation table including its replication is 40 MB of the

10 GB SSD. Three replica requires 60 MB of space.

Overall RFTL can require more flash memory space

required for keeping original FTL and SRAM space for our

page-mapped table also known as page-level translation

table on flash, but its space overhead is minimal.

Fig. 4 The schematic design of

RFTL
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3.2 RFTL operation

3.2.1 Mapping operation

The mapping table (RCMT) of RFTL maintains two or

more physical locations (Data Physical Page Number:

DPPN) of the same mapping information per every given

logical page number (Data Logical Page Number: DLPN)

depending on the number of replicas allocated for each

mapping page (MRPN). In other words, unlike DFTL

where there is a single DPPN for every DLPN in the

mapping table, a multiple number of alternative copies of

the same mapping page are stored across multiple channels

in case the corresponding DPPN is inaccessible due to its

channel being busy with other operations. As illustrated

from our Algorithm 1 which show the mapping process,

RFTL can use this opportunity to utilize idle channels with

same copy (DRPN) of the requested mapping page. Fig-

ure 5 again shows the whole operation and here only a

single copy of every mapping page is maintained for

illustration purposes.

Due to out-of-place updates policy in flash memory,

translation pages are scattered throughout the chip. To keep

track of these translation page locations, the RFTL Global

Translation Directory (RGTD) on Fig. 5 stores all the

mapping locations of these pages. Unlike DFTL, it also

contains multiple reference (Physical Translation Page

Number: MPPN and RFTL Physical Translation Page

Number: MRPNs) for each logical page number (Logical

Translation Page Number: MLPN). The MRPNs are the

translation page copies for each original translation page

(MPPN). This means that a single translation page has a

copy or more across different chip locations.

3.2.2 Read operation

Once address translation is completed, flash memory page

read operation is initiated and serviced directly. For a

mapping read during RCMT miss, RFTL check is invoked

to assess the channel status first. If the channel is busy then

an alternative page (replica) on an idle channel is provided

otherwise if idle then the original mapping page is read

directly. Algorithm 1 shows the steps that are followed

through the whole read operation until requested data has

been located on flash memory.

Fig. 5 (1) Request to DLPN 1280 incurs a miss in RFTL Cached

Mapping Table (RCMT), (2) Victim entry DLPN 1 is selected, its

corresponding translation page MPPN 20 and its copy MRPN 21 are

located using RFTL Global Translation Directory (RGTD), (3)–(4) If

channel 2 is idle, MPPN 20 is read else MRPN 21 on channel 3 is

read, both pages updated (DPPN 130 ! DPPN 260) and concurrently

written to free translation pages (MPPN 22 and MRPN 23), (5)–(6)

RGTD is updated (MPPN 20 ! MPPN 22) and (MRPN 21 ! MRPN

23) and DLPN 1 entry is erased from RCMT. (7)–(11) The original

requests (DLPN 1280) translation page is located on flash (MPPN 14

and MRPN 15) and if channel 0 with MPPN 14 is busy, it is skipped

and a replica (MRPN 15) on an idle channel 1 is used instead. The

mapping entry is loaded into RCMT and the request is serviced. Note

that each RGTD entry maps 512 logically consecutive mappings
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3.2.3 Translation page write

When a translation page is updated on flash memory chip,

it is written in batches together with its copies (replicas).

This technique is called batch-updating. For example, on

Fig. 5, each translation page has a single copy on a dif-

ferent channel. This means that each page is written/up-

dated onto two different locations (one original translation

page and its copy) on chip at the same time. The reasons

being, (1) to reduce the write overhead and (2) for a syn-

chronous location update on RGTD and RCMT after the

write operation is completed.

During a cache miss , a victim translation page entry is

updated on flash memory before it is evicted from RCMT

(write-back policy) this is because of Lazy copying feature

of RFTL do as to reduce write latency thereby improving

the overall system’s response time. To facilitate for a quick

update, RFTL checks the channel status and if busy then an

alternative location on an idle channel containing a copy of

the same translation page is availed for faster address

translation. This process is done each time he system tries

to access the chip during a RCMT miss.

3.2.4 Fault tolerance

RFTL maintains a full page-level mapping table (FMT) on

flash to ensure and maintain the consistency of its trans-

lation pages. If power is lost unexpectedly, a portion of the

FMT is uploaded from the non-volatile flash into SRAM

and becomes our cached mapping table (RCMT) after

reboot. Furthermore, mapping write requests are propa-

gated to all the target MRPNs Die registers by the con-

troller pending execution. For example, an MVPN write

request will have pointers to 1 original MPPN plus multiple

replica MRPNs on flash. So if machine crashes before all

replicas are completely written, after system reboot, the

information in the non-volatile Die registers (including

replica write request) is retained. This enables the write

execution to proceed, that is, ensuring thatwrites are

complete only when all replicas are created.

3.2.5 Garbage collection

Our approach (RFTL) maintains a GC threshold which is

the minimum number of available free blocks per given

time. If this limit is reached, then GC is triggered to claim

all the invalidated pages from both Data Blocks and

Translation Blocks. The garbage collector selects its vic-

tims based on an analysis adopted from [14] and if the

victim is a Data block then all the valid data pages are

copied to the Current Data Block and RFTL updates all the

translation pages and RCMT entries associated with these

pages. On the other hand if the victim is a translation block

then the valid pages are copied to the Current Translation

Block and the RGTD is updated.

Table 1 shows the total space overhead required for

RFTL and DFTL on a 100 GB SSD. If the required map-

ping information of a request is present in RCMT, it is

processed directly through the available location of its

actual data and this is called a RCMT-Hit. On the other

hand, if the mapping information is absent from the RCMT

(RCMT-Miss), then this it has to be retrieved from the flash

memory chip into the RCMT, Algorithm 1 clearly shows

this. When a request is issued, there are two states in which

a mapping table can be at any given time, that is NOT-

FULL (Best Case) or FULL (Worst Case).

3.3 Best and worst cases for CMT misses

Best case When space is available in RCMT (Best-Case),

the incoming request entry is inserted into the mapping

table and its corresponding mapping information fetched

from the flash memory chip via RGTD that is used to locate

the exact position of the mapping page on flash memory. It

is during this flash memory access stage where RFTL will

check the mapping-page location’s channel to see whether

it is busy or not and if busy, an alternative location with a

copy of the requested mapping page, a (RFTL) on an idle

channel is provided. Instead of the incoming request being

queued until the its turn comes or till the ongoing operation

is completed, mapping information is availed faster from

the mapping page copy on an idle channel thus minimizing

the miss penalty.

Worst case Otherwise if RCMT is full, then a victim has

to be selected (using algorithm-LRU) [15] for eviction

while keeping in mind that most selective page-level

mapping schemes including DFTL adopts Lazy copying

(write-back) policy for cached entries. Before updating the

victim’s entries on flash memory, RFTL also checks the

channel status of the required chip to provide a mapping

page copy from an alternative channel whenever the status

returns busy state. In this scenario (Worst Case), all

channels will be busy including the ones with replicas

Table 1 Comparison of number of replica writes and RCMT size

FTL type Replicas (#) Total FTL (MB) E

Baseline 1 200 0

RFTL (1) 2 400 0.4

RFTL (3) 4 800 1.2

RFTL (7) 8 1600 2.8

RFTL (15) 16 3200 6

The number in parentheses denotes the number of replicas of the page

mapped table. E = extra writes due to RCMT miss/total writes
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therefore forcing the request to queue for its turn. Algo-

rithm 1 describes this process for servicing a request during

the worst-case scenario. This means that the victim has to

be first updated on flash memory (read, Channel status

checked, updated and then re-written onto a new physical

location) before it is evicted from RCMT. The RGTD is

then updated with the victim’s new physical location prior

to its eviction from the RCMT. The incoming request is

then inserted into RCMT and follows the same steps of

fetching mapping reference from flash memory via RGTD

and channel status checking (RFTL check) as mentioned

above during the best-case scenario when there is space in

the mapping table (RCMT).

4 Modeling and analysis of RFTL

4.1 Performance modeling

In this section, we study the performance and lifespan of

our RFTL approach and evaluate its efficacy against that of

DFTL, which we present as our Baseline approach. We

analyze the efficacy of RFTL against DFTL using a simple

analytical modeling approach. For modeling, we used

several notations, which are detailed in Table 2.

Baseline approach (DFTL) The original DFTL

approach is considered as our baseline approach. In DFTL,

if a CMT miss occurs for a request and its address trans-

lation requests should be served by a busy channel in SSD,

those page read and write requests associated with the

address translation process should wait until the channel

comes to idle.

By considering the probability of a channel being busy

(PGC), (PGC=1) in DFTL wost case together with two-reads

and a single-write when a cache miss occurs while CMT is

full, average CMT access time can be formulated as:

FðbaseÞ ¼ ½C þ GC þ ð2RþWÞ��M þ ½C � ð1�MÞ�
ð1Þ

RFTL In RFTL, an entire page-level translation table is

replicated on flash memory. During a CMT miss, mapping

pages on idle channels can be utilized. Such pages on idle

channels, if any, can be used to avoid accessing busy

channels during a CMT miss. By considering the proba-

bility of getting a replica on an idle channel (P) and miss

ratio (M), we modeled the following scenarios:

Best case For a single CMT miss, when a channel that

contains its corresponding mapping page is busy and its

replica page is available on an idle channel (P = 1), We

have:

FðRFTL;bestÞ ¼ ½C þ ð2RþWÞ�M þ ½Cð1�MÞ� ð2Þ

Worst case: For a single CMT miss, if a channel with that

corresponding mapping page is busy and there is no replica

page available on any channel (P = 0), it has to wait until

the busy channel comes to idle. Compared with the best

case, the CMT miss is delayed for a longer time by GC

because it has to wait for completion of the ongoing GC.

This situation can be modeled as:

FðRFTL;worstÞ ¼ ðC þ GC þ ð2RþWÞÞ�M þ ½C�ð1�MÞ�
ð3Þ

4.2 Performance analysis

In this subsection, we will use the mathematical equations

for each approach as presented in Sect. 3 to run experi-

ments and then compare the performance and lifespan

results of RFTL against our Baseline approach that

implements a simple DFTL. For evaluation, we considered

SSD configurations as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Performance For comparison, we considered similar

test environments for DFTL (PGC) and RFTL (P) approa-

ches as shown in Table 1. From Fig. 6, we can observe that

RFTL is superior to DFTL with an overall improvement of

around 20%. We also compared the average response times

of DFTL and RFTL by varying CMT miss ratio from 0 to 1.

Table 2 Descriptions about parameters used in modeling

Constants Description

C DRAM (CMT access time)

GC Garbage collection wait time

R Read latency

W Write latency

Variables Description

F Channels (#)

M Miss ratio

N Replicas (#)

P N / F (probability of replica on idle channel)

PGC Probability channel being GC busy

E Value of extra writes

Table 3 SSD settings
Configuration Value

DRAM (ns) 100

SSD channels (#) 8, 16

GC wait (ls) 900

Read latency (ls) 25

Write latency (ls) 200
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Considering the worst case of DFTL implementation

(where PGC=1), we observe that request latency can

increase up to 70% when miss ratio gets to 0.6. Taking

RFTL into account, we clearly observe its effectiveness as

it showed about 50% delay in average response time. In all

test cases, we can clearly notice that RFTL can outperform

baseline (DFTL).

Lifespan In our experiments, we considered a 100 GB

SSD where I/O requests arrival rate is 1000 IOPS. We

varied the number of copies of our entire page-level

translation table (RFTLs) on each scenario to compare

extra writes required. E is a variable representing the ratio

of extra writes. Figure 7 shows additional write overheads

for both DFTL and RFTL. RFTL can incur more writes

compared to DFTL, however for Replica (1), overall writes

on SSD are around 40% higher than DFTL. It will only

take 0.2% additional flash memory space to cover the

replicated entire page-level translation table while

improving 20% overall response time. As we maintain

more replicas of the entire page-level translation table, it

will increase more writes to synchronize all the replicated

entire page-level translation table on flash memory. How-

ever, this will increase the chances of utilizing replicated

mapping pages on idle channels for a CMT miss. A sum-

mary of our test configuration settings and results is shown

in Table 1.

5 Evaluation

The mathematical model presented in Sect. 4 models only

the performance of the CMT miss penalty and is therefore

limited to analyzing the overall I/O system performance

when SSD employs RFTL. Therefore, we instrumented a

well-regarded trace driven SSD simulator called EagleTree

[6] to implement RFTL to evaluate and analyze the actual

Input/output operations per second (IOPS) of RFTL com-

pared with baseline (DFTL).

5.1 Experiment setup

The EagleTree [6] can simulate multi-channel SSDs [12].

It allows for various configurations of specific flash

memory chip types from Single-Level Cell (SLC) to Multi-

Level cell (MLC) [2] configurations while supporting for

advanced commands like pipelining and copy-backs. For

the SSD configurations, we modeled an 4 GB SSD, which

is configured with 4 channels with each channel equipped

with a single chip. Each Chip is composed of 2 Dies, and

each die is constructed with a single plane. Each Plane

contains 1024 flash memory Blocks. Each flash memory

block consists of 128 Pages with 4 KB page. Access times

that the simulator used are shown in Table 5. The Greedy

GC method is employed and it limits the maximum number

of concurrent GC operations less than and equal to 2

channels at a time. The I/O scheduler uses NOOP. The over

provisioning ratio is set to 30% of the SSD, which complies

with the setting in several recent works [8, 16].

For the data allocation scheme, the most widely used

Channel-Chip-Die scheme is applied since it has the best

performance in term of the parallelism of SSD [8]. The die

level parallelism is called internal parallelism where

Table 4 Configurations

Baseline RFTL

PGC 0, 0.5, 1 –

P – 0.25, 0.5, 0.75

F 8, 16 8, 16

N – 2, 4, 6
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multiple dies can be accessed simultaneously while dif-

fering from the internal parallelism, the channel and chip

level parallelism are commonly supported parallelism,

which enables host I/O requests to be processed in parallel

at different channels and chips.

Synthetic workload benchmarks were used to evaluate

various I/O patterns in the workload. In particular, we

considered both write dominant and read dominant work-

loads. Following 80/20 rule, the write dominant workload

is 80% writes and 20% reads and the read dominant

workload is 20% writes and 80% reads. To compare the

efficacy of RFTL against DFTL, we compare Input/output

operations per second (IOPS) and lifetime of RFTL and

DFTL. Table 6 shows the sizes of SRAM used to adjust the

miss ratio for our above configured 4 GB SSD.

To run simulations with varied number of replicated

mapping pages for our proposed approach, we used RFTL

approaches described by Table 7.

5.2 Experimental results

In our evaluation, we ran experiments for mapping reads

and writes I/O performance check. After this evaluation,

we then compared the overall system performance from

RFTL and Baseline (DFTL).

5.2.1 Mapping I/O performance

Since RFTL aims to improve performance by speeding up

address translations during a cache miss, considering

mapping I/O performance is of importance to our evalua-

tion analysis. We used these to check this performance

improvement by RFTL and then compared them with the

ones obtained from our mathematical models in Sect. 4 in-

order to validate of our proposal. We further compared the

actual response time for every I/O for both read and write-

intensive workloads by placing them into ranges of

response time against their cumulative distribution fre-

quency (CDF).

Figures 8 and 9 shows mapping reads and mapping

writes consecutively from both read-dominant (a) and

write-dominant (b) workloads. From Fig. 8, RFTL out

performs DFTL by an average of 17% improvement as the

miss ratio increases. While on the other hand, Fig. 9b

shows RFTL’s mapping write operations from a write-

dominant workload environment averaging around 55% on

performance improvement as compared to DFTL. This is

because write intensive workloads increase the chances of

garbage collection (GC) which results in more more delay

due to increased internal conflicts while GC is operational.

DFTL suffers greatly from this effect but as seen from the

results, RFTL’s performance is exceptional because it can

skip GC-busy channels and utilize replicas on idle ones.

On Fig. 10, RFTL shows more than 90% of the I/Os

having response time below 300 ls while DFTL has only

below 65% of I/Os with the same response time for

Mapping Writes. This is due to the high percentage of

reads ratio that increases cache access demand thereby

increasing chances of CMT miss for such Read intensive

workload. When the workload is write intensive (Fig. 11),

we see RFTL having 100% of I/Os with response time

between 50 and 100 ls while DFTL at this range only

having below 55% for Mapping-writes. Same applies for

Mapping-reads where DFTL having below 80% of its I/O

ranging below 100 ls and 10% of I/Os exceeding 350 ls
response time.

5.2.2 End-to-end I/O performance

The miss ratio of the cache mapping table in SRAM is

important for a fair comparison of RFTL and DFTL

Table 6 4 GB SSD mapping

table sizes in SRAM at each

miss ratio

SRAM size (KB) Miss ratio

32 0.9

68 0.8

147 0.6

208 0.4

247 0.2

512 0

Table 7 RFTL implementation based on number of replicated tables

RFTL approach Description

RFTL(1) 1 replica copy written

RFTL(2) 2 replica copies written

RFTL(3) 3 replica copies written

The number in parentheses is the replication factor

Table 5 Operational SSD parameters and access timings

Parameter Access time (ls)

Page read delay 25

Page write delay 200

Bus data delay 100

Block erase delay 1500

Parameter Size (KB)

I/O size 4

Page size 4

Event size 4
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Fig. 8 Comparing the response time for mapping reads of input/output operations between RFTL and DFTL
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performance. In order to consider this, experiments were

carried out while varying the SRAM size to change the

miss ratio. Furthermore, we compared the actual response

time for every I/O for both read and write-intensive

workloads by placing them into ranges of response time

against their cumulative distribution frequency (CDF).

When exposed to write intensive workloads, RFTL shows

extended improvement compared to DFTL. For example,

from Fig. 12a we see a 100% of I/Os falling below 50 ls
whereas DFTL has only around 70%. Figure 13 shows all

RFTL’s I/Os taking less than 250 ls for end-to-end overall

writes I/O in read-dominant workload while DFTL having

over 20% of I/Os going beyond 600 ls on the same Figure.

Figure 14 shows the results of RFTL and DFTL in terms

of Input/output operations per second (IOPS) for various

miss ratios with with read and write dominant workloads.

Fig. 14a shows the results for read dominant workload.

Overall we see that the RFTL approach can offer higher

throughput than baseline. This is because the higher the

cache miss rate, the greater the chance of using replicas for

faster address translation.

Especially, we observe RFTL(1) improves total system

performance by 2.5% at 0.2% miss ratio compared to

DFTL and even its improvement gets greater as the miss

ratio increases, for example at 0.9% miss, RFTL outper-

forms DFTL by almost 6%. However, The situation is

different for 2 replicas (RFTL(2)) and 3 replicas

(RFTL(3)). We see that the approach show reduced per-

formance as we increase the replication factor even though

they still out perform our baseline. We witness the per-

formance improvement gets lower as the replication factor

increases (RFTL(2) and RFTL(3)), even though even

though they still out perform DFTL. As miss ratio increa-

ses, the gap between RFTL(3) and DFTL narrows down to
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Fig. 11 Comparing the cumulative distribution for mapping writes of input/output operations between RFTL and DFTL
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only 0.3%. This is because the more replicas, the greater

the total number of writes, which increases the GC number.

Figure 14b shows the results when the workload is

write-dominant. Unlike read-dominant workload results,

overall RFTL performance improvement is observed to be

negligible. If the workload is write-dominant, the demand

for write operations increases and more GCs are triggered.

Excessive GC execution can result in more writes, thus

reducing the opportunity to benefit from using replicas in

the system when a CMT miss occurs. Comparing RFTL (1)

and DFTL results, RFTL (1) shows higher performance

than DFTL by 4.6% as the miss ratio increases. However,

when the number of replicas increases, the IO throughput

of RFTL (2) and RFTL (2) is lower than that of DFTL

regardless of the miss ratio. It is because of the increased

writes by the replicas causing more delay in RFTL(2) and

(3) over RFTL(1).

Since the lifetime of the flash memory is limited by the

number of erases, it is also important to evaluate the impact

of RFTL on the NAND flash lifecycle. For this analysis, we

calculated the number of mapping writes for each approach

while changing the CMT miss ratio. In Fig. 15, we see that

as the number of replicas increases, the number of mapping

writes linearly increases. If a CMT miss occurs and the

selected victim entry needs to update its original mapping

page on flash memory’s page-level address translation

table, it issues additional writes by the number of replicas.

These additional mapping writes can affect flash memory

lifetime. However, the amount of mapping write is very

small compared to the number of writes in the actual

workload, so it will not have a significant effect on lifetime.

This is not the case since and assigning a single copy

(RFTL(1)) per each translation page would double this to

0.4%. If we assign 3 copies (RFTL(3)) or n-copies
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(RFTL(N)), this means we will occupy only 0.2% � N of

the total flash memory which is quit negligible.

5.2.3 Analysis

From the above mentioned results we realized that RFTL

Mapping I/O performance, especially its mapping-writes

performed well above Baseline under write dominant

workloads as depicted by Fig. 9b. This is because RFTL

takes advantage of replicas on free channels to skip GC

busy channels induced by write intensive workloads. On

the other hand, the overall performance results for End-to-

End I/O results on Fig. 14a shows that RFTL overall per-

formance benefit is evident when exposed to read-domi-

nant workloads. RFTL tries to improve DFTL’s miss

penalty that is experienced when a mapping request is not

found in cache. While trying to fetch this entry, it might

face access conflicts with internal I/Os. In other words,

increased read requests subsequently increases chances of

cache-misses and the miss penalty of DFTL. This gives

RFTL increased opportunity to utilize replicas, thus evident

from Fig. 14a. Read dominant workload increase mapping

requests which in-turn increases opportunity for our pro-

posed approach.

6 Related work

A pure page mapping FTL maintains a page-level address

mapping table [5] and is known as the most efficient FTL

because it can store all address mappings in SRAM in flash

memory [4]. However, loading a full page-level address

mapping table requires huge SRAM, and as storage

capacity of an SSD increases, SRAM demand increases.

DFTL solved this SRAM space problem by loading only

the necessary mapping entries as needed. However, DFTL

can have a huge SRAM cache miss penalty issue during

address translation. The performance of DFTL is highly

dependent on the working-set size of the workload on SSD.

This study aims to reduce the miss penalty of DFTL and to

improve an overall flash memory performance by avoiding

long GC queuing delay on busy channels during cache

miss. To achieve high performance in an SSD, an SSD

consists of multiple flash memory chips and multiple

independent channels [12]. The parallel architecture in an

SSD allows multiple I/Os to be processed in parallel on

different channels and on different flash memory chips.

This study proposes an FTL replication scheme on flash

memory across different channels in the SSD to minimize

the miss penalty of address translation from SRAM in

DFTL.

A lot of work has been done to solve the performance

issue in an SSD, caused by Garbage Collection (GC)

[3, 17]. In an SSD, the erase operation takes around 1.5 m

and write/program operations take around 200 ls [8, 9]

whereas read operation takes less than 50 ls. When GC is

triggered on SSD, many page read/write operations and

block erase operations occur internally. Current work has

covered the conflict between host I/O requests and internal

activities even though the approaches differ from our RFTL

[3, 16, 18]. Such interference occurs when internal activi-

ties such as GC are activated within a flash memory chip

while another host I/O request is issued to the same chip

before the ongoing activity is completed for example. This

will therefore imply queuing the host request until chip

release thereby causing long wait time if this ongoing

process is GC. A GC aware request scheduling scheme is

proposed by delaying the request scheduling to the chip on

which the GC is being processed [18].
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In order to avoid such high delay overhead by GC,

several ideas to preempt GC have been proposed [3]. The

work proposed the preemptive GC scheme by dividing GC

process into several atomic processes, which can be

delayed and prioritizing the service of upcoming host I/O

requests. However, this approach has drawbacks when

taking into account the reason for GC being triggered. If

the incoming request is a write for example then it has to

wait for GC to provide new fresh blocks since flash

memory might be in short of free blocks for the incoming

write operation. [16] proposed a dynamic page replication

(DPR) approach through issuing conflict requests to dif-

ferent chips where these requests can be processed in

parallel with internal activities but this approach does not

consider chip idleness and moreover, is not selective to

which type of requests to be replicated thereby becoming

uneconomical to SSD space and lifespan.

Our work differs from the existing work because we

propose to exploit the parallelism and idleness in multi-

channel SSD chips by using only translation page replicas

to skip busy channels so as to reduce the cache-miss pen-

alty of DFTL. Replicating only translation pages has a

negligible effect on the SSD space and lifespan but reduces

flash memory access time during a cache-miss thereby

improving the overall system performance.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the problem of high address

translation miss penalty caused by flash memory access

when the size of the working set is larger than the SRAM

that stores the FTL in the existing Demand-based Flash

Translation Layer (DFTL). In order to minimize the

aforementioned high miss penalty of address translation,

We present an idea for replicating the FTL across multiple

channels (RFTL). When an address translation miss occurs

from the SRAM, the address translation time can be greatly

increased when the busy channel is accessed. On the other

hand, RFTL can minimize the address translation time by

using the address translation page on the idle channel. We

evaluated the performance and lifetime of RFTL through

both analytical modeling and simulation. Our evaluation

results show that significant performance improvements

can be achieved without significantly degrading the life-

time of the flash memory.For example, using one replica

can result in a 20% performance increase.
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